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Few show up to chat Diversity METT
in classroom
by Jennifer McDaniel
Staff reporter

Michael Bennett/Observer

From left to right, David Saltz, provost/senior vice president for academic affairs;
Jerilyn Mcintyre, president; Paul Baker, vice president for university relations; and Rich
Corona, vice president for business and financial affairs, discuss university issues.
by Shane Cleveland
News editor
The audience could be counted
on one hand, but that left the other
hand free to stoke the flames at this
school year's first quarterly fireside
chat.
Central Washington University
President Jerilyn Mcintyre and her
cabinet fielded questions Monday
night in front of a roaring fire at

Mcintyre's home.
Also on hand was 88.1 FM The
'Burg, who broadcast the hour-long
chat and were availableto accept onair calls from listeners.
The first topics of the evening
centered mostly on the budget and
enrollment issues the administration
is faced with.
Despite bringing in more enrollment dollars, this year's over-enrollment has put a strain on the already

Managers crack
by Megan Wade
Staff reporter
Broken beer bottles, police
patrols, and drunken staggers home
have long been associatea with the
north campus apartment complex
Creekside Circle.
However, party-goers seem to
have migrated over to the 19th Street
Duplexes, a popular hangout better
known as 19th Street, which has
apartment managers re-evaluating
what they will and won't put up with.
After the victory over Western

Washington University's football
team on Oct. 19, Central Washington
University students took the celebration to 19th Street. The 19th Street
crowd combined wittl a party at
another complex on the other side of
a fence. Later on, the fence was
pushed over and the party flooded
into the cul-de-sac.
"From the news there were over
800 people," Danielle Cummings, a
member of the Fairway Properties
Management who oversees the 19th
Street Duplexes, said.
Residents of the 19th Street

stretched funds. Furthermore, the
administration has had to find ways
of accommodating the large population in and out of the classroom.
Legislative decisions that will support Central's growth loom on the
horizon.
The university has suffered a 12
percent budget cut over the last two

See CHAT, page 3
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The phrase "you're either contributing to the problem or are part
of the solution" described the mood
of the Multi-Ethnic Think Tank
(METT) that met Friday, Nov. l) n
the Samuelson Union Building
Theatre.
This is the first time that such an
activity on the subject of ethnic and
racial diversity has been attempted
at Central Washington University.
METT was sponsored by the Center
for Teaching and Learning.
Students, faculty and staff were
invited to participate in discussion
and brainstorming activities that
encouraged ideas about how diversity awareness and respect could be
introduced in the classroom.
Andy Griffin, assistant superintendent for Washington public
schools, expressed gratitude to participants before introducing the
objectives of the gathering. Griffin
said everyone has a tendency to talk
about and research things they
know, then nothing happens or
changes.
"You have to be uncomfortable
to grow," Griffin said. "Don't say
what you think I want to hear, but
say what you believe."
METT consisted of a faculty and
staff workshop and a student-invited
panel discussion.
From l :30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.,
faculty and staff were organized
into four groups. Each group's
focus was to answer how best to

infuse programs with diverse perspectives, how to attract, retain,
support and ensure graduation of
diverse students and how to understand culturally diverse perspectives. By listing what the university
is presently doing, what the university should be doing, the role and
function of K-12 programs and
roadblocks to the process, the group
compiled data which will be used to
strengthen the intent of this program ..
From 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. more
than 100 students piled into the ballroom to listen to a panel discussion.
Four women panelists represented
different ethnic communities:
Thelma Jackson, African-American;
Martina Whetsula, North AmericanIndian; Mibeth Bustillo, AsianAmerican; and Norma Za~ala,
Hispanic-American.
The fifth
group, titled "The Low-SocioEconomic Disadvantaged White
Group," as identified by the presenter, had no representation. Through
emotional remarks and personal
anecdotes, three of the panelists
described how they and others had
been abused by the educational system.
Whetsula said she was very frustrated with the public education system and its failure to educate Indian
children.
"Their grades and their experiences in the educational system
have nothing to do with their intel-

See M ETT, page 5

on -b lock parties

Duplexes witnessed first hand the
chaos of that Saturday.
"It was insane, there were ambulances and police coming and going
and so many people standing out in
the street," Jessica Connors, junior
graphic arts major, said. "The next
morning the whole street was filled
with broken glass and trash."
Management for the 19th Street
Duplexes sent out letters to tenants as
well as co-signers with copies of
newspaper articles that covered the
story of the WWU game weekend.
Parking enforcement in the area

have also increased in attempt to regulate the visitors who come to party.
"Apparently there's been an
excellent response, we've had neighboring complexes that have called
and told us that they've been pretty
quiet and the parties that have been
going on have been contained inside
the unit," Cummings said.
Property owners, residents and
law enforcement have all played a
role in making changes to avoid
reoccuring incidents.
"The property management was
instrumental after that incident; they

made an eviction and laid down the
law," Captain Ross Green of the
Ellensburg Police department said.
"People need to remember that-not
every resident on that street wanted
that type of behavior to occur."
At Creekside Circle·, property
manager Carl Wray has had trouble
in the past keeping keg parties under
control or out of the neighborhood.
Wray said since he's managed
Creekside Circle, there has been tens

See PARTY, page 5
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Police Briefs
Compiled by Megan Wade
Staff reporter
Burglary
4:35 a.m. Oct. 28

A red 1996 Chevy SI 0 truck
was broken into in the X-22 parking lot by Depot Deli. A window
was shattered to gain entry. ·
An Alpine stereo valued at
$500 was stolen. The car also sustained approximately $400 in
damage.
Property damage
2:20 p.m. Oct. 28

In the N-19 parking lot by
Quigley Hall, a construction
fence blew down and struck two
vehicles. Total damage to both
cars is estimated at $250.
MIP
12:19 a.m. Oct. 29

A complaint was received

from Hitchcock Hall that an 18year-old male was acting belligerent. When officers contacted
him they found him to. be intoxicated and he was cited for minor
in posession.
Missing?
11 :36 p.m. Oct. 30

A call from a concerned parent claimed that she had not spoken to her 21-year-old daughter
for an extended period of time,
which was unusual behavior.
Officers located the woman the
next day in a local motel where
she had been staying with her
boyfriend.
Stolen CDs
12:41 p.m. Nov. 3

A Davies Hall resident reported a black "Case Logic" CD case
missing after two male visitors
left her room. The CD case is valued at $58.

Chief confronts drinking
by Shane Cleveland
News editor
Central Washington University
students constitute nearly half of the
Ellensburg population and besides
the sheer numbers, Ellensburg Police
Chief Bob Richey said the university
is an integral part of the community.
As part of that community, Richey
would like to see students and the
community as a whole to live up to
the reasonable expectations, standards and values necessary for
everyone to coexist. Consumption of alcohol, and the
rowdy behavior it sometimes leads
to, creates tension between the students, community and law enforcement.
Richey recently took time to confront some of the alcohol related
issues his department deals with.
Consumption compromise
From his more than 25 years with
the department, Richey knows that
drinking is a common pastime of college students. He doesn't ever foresee a zero tolerance policy, but
would like to see a certain level of
compliance with community laws
and standards.
"I recognize that alcohol plays a
role in the social setting for students," Richey said. "But it seems to
cause people the most concern and
gets students most jammed up with
the law and student affairs."
North-end parties
One major area of concern for the
police and residents is the party
scene at the north end of campus.
After the Cascade Cup football game
several weeks ago a large crowd took
over a 19th Street neighborhood.
Police had to concentrate their time
and effort to keep the crowd under
.control and attempt to disperse the
party-goers. In past years, other
neighborhoods, such (!S Creekside
Circle, have been the commonplace
for these occurrences. However,
proactive steps by a tenant association and landlords have shuffled it

Central and city collaboration

In recent years, the city and the

Michael Bennett/Observer

Ellensburg Police Chief Bob
Richey
elsewhere. A security guard who
patrols the neighborhood and
enforces the rental agreements has
proven successful. After 19th
Street's recent events, landlords in
that area have begun to take similar
steps.
Richey recommends that party
hosts keep guests limited to about 25
personal friends,. and if things get out
of hand to call police before it's too
late and avoid legal or contractual
offenses.
More risks than the law
Besides enforcement issues,
Richey would like to see students
take other risks into consideration.
He said he vaguely remembers what
it was like when he was of college
age; the feeling of invincibility and
that "it will never happen to me."
He was able to observe the crowd
at 19th Street and did not like seeing
so many people by themselves in isolated areas during extreme stages of
intoxication. In these situations he
worries about the chances of rape,
blacking out or stumbling in front of
a passing vehicle.
"Our ultimate goal is to protect
lives and take steps to prevent a
tragedy," Richey said.
He said police are merely looking
for compliance; a handful of tickets
are expected each weekend, but if
major incidents ar~ avoided then he
feels everyone is ahead of the game.

university have developed a relationship in order to create alternatives to
drinking and partying. Two of these
alternatives are the Wildcat Barbecue
and Gustfest.
"The past few years we have gotten better at providing optional activities, but I think we have a ways to
go," Richey said.
Bar scene
Besides underage drinking and
the north end party scene, officers
also deal with patrons of the downtown bars.
Richey said problems at the bars
come predominately at closing time.
He said that over-consumption
results in urination and vomiting
around businesses and residences
and property damage also occurs.
"People get to fueling their wild
oats," Richey said.
Trees and flower pots are often
victims of vandalism, and he said the
police have seen their fair share of
fights this year.
·Richey is pleased to see so many
walk home from the bars because he
does not want anyone driving intoxicated, but there are residential areas
surrounding downtown where people
are sleeping and would appreciate
respectful noise levels.
Officer respect
Richey urges that if anyone of
any age comes in contact with an
officer in an enforcement situation to,
let them do their job that is expected
of them by the community and the
chief of police.
"Be responsible and be respectful," Richey said. "Don't take it personally."
Community involvement.
While Richey said there are many
students who reach out to the community through participation on city
boards, volunteer work and other
avenues, he thinks there are many
who have not considered the option
of becoming a more active member
of the community.
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CHAT: Concerned student confronts
professors' syllabus inconsistencies .
sity in the state could ask for," Tullos
said.
Central's administration is happy
years, and the current econon1ic out- with the number of prospects that
look may suggest that higher educa- find good things about the university
. tion funding is once again destined and want to attend, but need to find
for the chopping block.
ways to continue down that path.
"How can we maintain the qualiIn response to the budget short~
falls, Central, along with all other ties that are so attractive at rhis instistate universities, increased tuition to tution?" Mcintyre asked.
nearly the maximum allowed by the
She said as much funding as possible needs to go into keeping the
state last year.
Mcintyre said it's great to have a class sizes down and improving stularge enrollment and she wants to dent affairs, especially in the firstoffer the courses and services stu- year experience.
dents deserve to
T h e
have. However,
panel
of
that may not be -,
administrators took a
possible
with
increasing enrollquestion
ment and decreasfrom
the
ing state support.
audience
"What does
concerning
that mean for the
class syl-·
quality of educalabi. Ron
tion we provide?"
Nelson,
Mcintyre said.
education
Provost/Senior
graduate
Vice President for
student,
Academic Affairs
brought
David Saltz said
several
this year the uniexamples of
versity had to
syllabi he
has collectincrease
class
sizes modestly but
Central President
ed since he
has been at
he also realizes
Jerilyn Mclntryre
that there is a
Central. He .
limit: Some classthought
es cannot be taught with 50 to 70 stu- some were done very well and pro- .
dents, he said.
vided more than enough information.
"We cannot continue to accept However, he was not pleased with
increased enrollment if we cannot those that consisted of only a schedadequately provide for it," Soltz said. ule or were done in an unattractive
This year's record enrollment and unreadable fashion.
may only be the beginning. Vice
Nelson said if guidelines were set
President for Student Affairs and and possibly even a committee
Enrollment Management, Charlotte formed, the students learning experiTullos, said about 700 prospective ence may be improved.
students attended an open house last
In response, Soltz said that learnweekend in Ellensburg, another ing outcomes are required for syllabi
record to add to the list.
and both he and Mcintyre said it is
"That was more than any univer- an important issue for the Faculty

Continued from page 7

''There 1s a
good
message
about this ·
institution
and the word
is getting
out. .. all kinds
of good

things lie
ahead.

''

Senate to consider the document that
the president called a "contract with
the student."
Vice President' for University
Relations, Paul Baker, attended his
first fireside chat in his new position.
He said a marketing campaign
that includes creating a uniform look
for university publications and products and a Web site redesign is in it's
final stages and will begin being
applied . in the next several weeks.
The new site is designed to assist
both current and prospective students.
The issue of parking arose, . and
Vice President for Business and
Financial Affairs, Richard Corona,
was optimistic about a few developments expected in the near future.
The university is nearing agreement for lease of the old University
Auto site at Eighth and Pearl streets,
which Corona said will help mostly
with convention parking.
The construction of a new service
drive behind the Bassetti complex
will add more tha_n 40 spaces and
more parking will be created south of
Student Village to alleviate congestion on Alder Street.
"In the next few months you will
find quite a bit of improvement,"
Corona said.
Before The 'Burg had to head
into its heavy metal show, which
Mcintyre said she was a big fan of,
the administration commented on
positive aspects of Central's future.
"Central is a terrific school,"
Mcintyre said. "There is a good message about this institution and the
word is getting out ... it's the right
size institution with the right sense of
what it's about ... all kinds of good
things lie ahead in the future."
All members of the panel
expres~ed their joy about the success
of this year's undefeated Wildcat
football team.
"I am excited and looking forward to the playoffs," Corona said.
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Avoid aches, Advil and
absences with flu shot
by Emily Bonden
Asst. news editor
Mom's chicken soup always
tastes best when it's slurped up by a
sickie in bed, but when the sickie is
at college, Mom's soup is miles
away. The Student Health and
Counseling Center is administering
free flu vaccinations to students to
make sure no one is caught this winter needing Mom's healing soup.
Everyone is susceptible to the flu,
and the health center is taking measures to help all students receive the
vaccination. The process is made
practically painless by use of free
shots, conveniently located clinics
and a quick, simple process.
Bob Trumpy, director of health
and counseling services, said in the
past students were charged for flu
shots not administered in campus
clinics.
Now students have the option to
attend a clinic or make an appointment at the health center to receive
the free vaccination. The service is
for students only.
"I got one last year and I was so
happy that I did, because I didn't get
sick and I was surrounded by sick
people," Sara Hanson, sophomore
nutrition and dietetics major, said.
Influenza is infectious and
spreads from person to person.
Individuals whose jobs require them
to come in contact with a number of
people, individuals that live in dormitories or those with weakened
immune systems or chronic health
problems such as asthma, are
encourage to get the vaccination.
The vaccine is 90 percent effective
in preventing infection.
"Freshmen are high candidates
for the shot ~ecause they live in the
dorm," Kristin Karns, nurse practitioner, said.
Though anyone may become
infected with the flu, · not all can
receive a vaccination. Students taking certain medications, with allergies to eggs or currently with cold or
flu symptoms cannot be given the
shot.
Contrary to popular myth, flu
shots do not make a person sick.
Symptoms will only show if a
patient is already infected with the
virus. The shot does have possible
side effects of soreness or swelling

"vVliat a wontferju{y{ace to stay! 'llie room
was sunny and comforta6(e. 'lfie owners
were so friencf{y. .'A great find."
- 1L (Xent, VV.'A)
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Tifny Stuart,senior sociology and Spanish major, grimaces
as Noreen Mohn, registered nurse from the Health and
Counseling Center, administers an influenza vaccine.
Stuart chose to get the shot despite her fear of needle
and her shaking hands. Free vaccinations are available to
students by contacting the health center.
in the injection location, aches or
fever. Some students said they
couldn't even feel it, others try to
make light of their pain.
"I felt so good, I want to get one
in my other arm," Tifny Stuart,
senior sociology and Spanish major,
said.
At Tuesday's clinic in Holmes
Dining Hall, the line of students
wanting to sign up for shots
stretched to the door.
The entire vaccination process
only takes about ten minutes.
Students must read an information
sheet, sign a vaccine record, get
swabbed and then take a deep breath
for the "little prick".
After only a few hours, nurses
had given out more than 170 shots at
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the dining hall. Trumpy said that in
previous years 400 to 600 shots were
administered each season with that
number increasing annually.
Receiving the free shot and
avoiding illness has many advantages for students. Whether someone
can't afford to miss more classes or
just doesn't want to be sick this season, the reasons are many.
"I want to remain healthy for the
winter snowboarding season," Jean
Wojtache, junior Spanish maj_or,
said.
The last flu clinic will be held
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Nov. 13 in the
Samuelson
Union
Building.
Appointments can be made by calling the Student Health
and
Counseling Center at 963-1881.
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·PARTY: Tenants held responsible for guests
through the neighborhood periodically.
"Generally, the people we have a
of thousands of dollars in damage problem with are the outsiders who
sustained in the area, from toppled are not residents, because they seem
fences, damage inside the units and to think they don't have anything to
lose," Torrey Wing said. "However,
other property damage.
"We've been trying to increase the residents are realizing, now that
security, and want to draw in .stu- they are responsible for their guests."
The
Ellensburg
Police
dents that are coming to college to
study and do want a career instead of Department has noticed a difference
in the need for patrol in the
these partiers," Wray said.
Wray is handing over his position Creekside Circle neighborhood.
"We've been pretty pleased with
as manager to Torrey and Andrea
Wing, who are taking over the major- the Creekside area," Green said.
ity of the complexes at Creekside and "The incidents that call for service
also manage Ashton Court this year don't even compare to last
year. If people police themselves
Apartments.
Torrey Wing already had a con- . then we won't need to. not that you
tract at Creekside Circle as a security shouldn't have a good time, just be
guard, walking the street and driving responsible."

Continued from page 1

Lindsay Jackson/Observer

Derrick Peters/Observer

Broken fences and piles of trash are evidence of some of the problems incurred by large
parties and rowdy crowds at the 19th Street Duplexes.

METI: Central fosters diversity programs
Continued from page 1
lect and from my perspective have
everything to do with their failure to
become white middle class
Americans," Whetsula said.
The discussion didn't give direction to students on how to introduce
culturally diverse learning and ways
in which they could help eliminate
these problems. The panel mainly
interacted with each other.
During the panel discussion,
Jackson introduced and outlined the

MEIT position paper t itled "Call to
Action: Mandating an Equitable and
Culturally Competent Education for
all Students in Washington State."
The paper addresses how the public education system has been contributing to the chronic academic
achievement gap these communities
represent. It also defends the urgent
need to shorten this gap.
The paper provides suggestions
for additions to established
Washington state education goals.
The additions stress inclusion of
culture and diversity in education.

The paper was about one h~ndred
pages long two years ago. Through
discussion and debate the five communities cut out material, negotiated
value differences and compiled the
twenty page paper now in circulation
to statewide education agencies.
"MEIT position paper represents
weeks, months and a couple of years
of very intense work. What it did was
get a document out and circulating
thousands of copies that began to
interject a new part of rhetoric into
the discussion that all children
receive a high quality education,

what it will look like, what must we
do differently and who must be
involved," Jackson said.
Central has taken its own steps to
promote diversity. On campus there
is the Diversity Education Center led
by Leslie Webb. Keith Champagne is
chair of the Diversity Council, which
promotes diversity awareness by
establishing task forces under 10 different commissions to make systemic
and institutional change. ASCWU
vice president for equity and community service Brandy Peters conducts
a diversity council and the Focus of

Diversity Taskforce.
"My commitment as VP for equity and community service is to educate our campus on diversity issues
in our community, nation and
world," Peters said. "I will do this by
providing programs that will truly
open our eyes as a society."
Griffin said Central President
Jerilyn Mcintyre is 100 percent supportive of diversity programs and is
willing to engage in discussion about
them. He feels support from the top
'is vital to the success and implementation of any program.

FELLOW STUDENTS,
If you still haven't found an outlet to meet new people, participated in
areas of interest or engaged in a potentially life-changing experience! I
suggest you check out the clubs & organizations office. It is·imperative
for students to maximize the opportunities offered by Central Washington University, and joining a club or organization can provide just that.
With so many different clubs and organizations to choose from, you -are sure to find one
that caters to your interests.
I encourage you to stop by the clubs office, in the Associated Students of CWU Board of
Directors office in Sl)B 116 or call me at 962-1682 for any additional information.
Respectfully,
Karina Bacica
ASCWU Vice President for Clubs and Organizations

RESIDENCE HALLS: GET READY, SET, GO!
On Monday November 1, 2002 the ASCWU BOD's Residence Hall competition began. An
award will be given to the Hall with the highest attendance at weekly ASCWU Board of Directors meetings during the month of November. The ASCWU BOD meetings are held every
Monday at 3:30pm in the SUB. The Residence Hall with the highest percentage of attendance
will be awarded the grand prize at the December 2, 2002 BOD meeting. Please direcf any
questions to Tamara Broughton at 963-1693, broughtt@cwu.edu or stop by SUB 116.

C. Nathan Harris,
ASCWU President

Ryan McMichael,
Executive
Vice President

Brandy Peters,
VP for Equity &
Community Service

• Washington Student Lobby: today
Thursday, November 7, 3 p.m., SUB 204

Arm yourself with questions and stay tuned every Wednesday at 10:00 a.m. for the ASCWU
News Update on 88.1 The Burg. If you missed it this week, don't worry, it will return next
Wednesday, November 20, 2002 at 10:00am. The ASCWU News Update, which is broadcast
live from the SUB Pit, allows the student body to address issues of concern to the ASCWU ln a
very approachable and comfortable environment. It will also give the ASCWU a chance to
update the students on any current affairs. If you missed this week's program, turn your dial to
88.1 The Burg every Wednesday at 1O:OOam or stop by the SUB
This adyertisement is paid by the Associated Students of Central Washington University.

David Uberti,
VP for Academic Affairs

~Apno

• Equity & Services Council:
Wednesday, November 13, 3 pm SUB 116

ASCWU NEWS UPDATE

Megan Fuhlman,
VP for Student Life
& Facilities

Cultural Cafe presents

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
• Funds Council: today
Thursday, November 7, 4 p.m., SUB 116

Karina Bacica,
VP for Clubs &
Organizations

• Locks of Love:
Wednesday, Nov. 13, 5 p.m., SUB 208
For more info call Dave Uberti at 963-1693
• Washington Student Lobby:
Thursday, November 14, 3 p.m., SUB 204
• Club Senate:
Thursday, November 14, 4 p.m., Club Central

Thursday, November 14
5-7 p.m., Chief Owhi Room
Samuelson Union Building
71ie evening
wi{{feature
authentic.cuisine,
Sfzocfo demonstration,
origami,
traditiona(
entert.ainment
and tea ceremony.

$8 cash or
2 meal card swipes

Limited tickets are
available at SUB
information booth.

Don't miss out-·
tickets will go fast!

Sponsored 6y the <Diversity f£ducaticm Center
and tfie f£quity d, Seroices Council

Q
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
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•
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OJJSERVANCE

The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words.
All letters must include your name ar:~ phone number for verification. Only one letter a month will be ac;cepted from an individual.
The _Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
lib,el and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not .be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, Central Washington
University, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax
at (509) 963-1027.

GO WILDCATS!

Compromise .needs to be
reached between Central
and Ellensburg community
It is said Ellensburg citizens breath a collective sigh of relief each June
when half the town's population disappears almost overnight.
From June to the end of September, north of Eighth Avenue more
closely resembles a ghost town than a thriving university. Almost 8,000
Central Washington University students, who comprise nearly one-half of
the total population of Ellensburg, have left for the summer and the city is
quiet.
When throngs of 18 to 24-year-olds arrive via I-90 in droves, permanent residents brace themselves for beer bottles, fights, sirens and loud
music. Students prepare for disdainful stares, patronizing attitudes and
overzealous police patrol.
The dividing line between Central students and perma~ent Ellensburg
residents runs directly down Eighth Street, and, although easily penetrable, is always visible. It's unfortunate that a town that relies so heavily on
a university chooses to focus on negative incidents rather than the enrichment, income and attraction that Central brings to Ellensburg. And it's
unfortunate that students aren't more appreciative of everything
Ellensburg does offer the university, from jobs to public and private facilities.
In order to erase this line, residents and students both must get over certain prejudices and assumptions they hold about the other party. However,
both groups must also make a conscious effort to compromise with the
other sides.
Take, for example, the block party at the 19th Street Duplexes after the
Cascade Cup several weeks ago. Permanent residents, especially in the
area north of campus, were understandably upset and disappointed by
trash deposits, disrespectful and irresponsible behavior and the reported
estimated cost of $1500 to the taxpayers. Students were angry at the 78
total citations they received and the tarnished reputation the party earned
for Central. Students and residents both had legitimate concerns.
However, students should be sensitive to the fact they may· be throwing
beer cans in somebody's backyard. Residents should remind themselves
that parties and college are inseparable experiences that go together like
pepperoni and pizza.
,
In order to function as a unified, cohesive community, permanent
Ellensburg residents and Central students must reach a mutual compromise.
Students should make an effort to take responsibility for their residual
· litter from the parties they threw last weekend. Drive the speed limit.
Respect oth~r people's prope~ty.
Residents should learn to be tolerant, and remember they were young
adults once. too. Appreciate the good Central brings to Ellensburg, and
take advantage of the many community programs offered to the public.
We will all benefit from crossing Eighth Street into the "other" side of
town, Venture to new territory, and try to see it through another person's
eyes. It may just shed light on how you live your own life.
- Allison Worrell

Lindsey Jackson/Observer'

Congratulations to the Central Washington University football team. Its success has
raised an enthusiasm that has helped bridge the gap between students and residents.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Response to letter
instructs parkers
to "deal with it"
I am writing in response to Ms.
Wortley's proposed "solution" to our
parking situation on campus.
Deal with it.
So, freshmen bring their cars, and
·it's not very convenient to you. So
what? They paid their tuition, and
their parking fees. And they are every
bit as much of a student as you. How
about the upperclassmen parking in
the Student Village parking lots get
rid of their cars, so the crew that
works at the ORS warehouse doesn't
have to park half a block away? Your
needs are more important than the
needs of others? What makes you, or
other upperclassmen, so important?
As for that matter, if this is your
fourth year here, didn't you ever
notice that parking here is a pain in
the ass (although it's really not that
big of a problem if you are prepared.
to deal with it)?
Who are you to decide if the

freshmen have anywhere to go? Just
because most of them are minor,
doesn't mean they don't . have anywhere to be. In short, your needs
don't outweigh the needs of others,
even if you perceive it that way.
Learn to cope, just like everyone
else does.
Ryan G.P. Cavanaugh
Sophomore
Undecided

:t

Spade didn live
up to expectations
Did anyone else feel ripped off by
the David Spade performance? Prior
to the performance I liked David
Spade in the movies and on TV. I
thought he was a funny guy. Now
after his show, and his superior star
attitude, I'm not so fond of the guy.
He could not have made it any clearer that he was not enjoying his visit
to our campus. And maybe instead of
looking at his watch a million times
during his act he should have used a
stopwatch to make sure he did not
stay one minute longer than he was
paid for. At $85,000 for his one night

performance, he could have acted
just a little more professional. I know
some people· thought he would stay
around for autographs after the show,
but from the way he sprinted from
the stage, it was obvious that was not
going to happen. On the contrary I
found the performance by the Paper
Moons to ~e outstanding. When you
are paid to perform, you should do
exactly that.
Karen Foley
Senior
Special Education

"That photo" of
breasts was "too
much" for paper
I think that the picture in last
week's paper (you know - the one
where the student was hiding among
a stripper's breasts) was too much. I
(and every single student and ·faculty
member that I have spoken with) was
appalled. The fact that this picture
was printed is vulgar and offending.

See LETTERS, page 7
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YOUR
OPINION
Do you think there's
a division between
Central Washington
University students
and permanent
Ellensburg residents? If so, whose
fault is it?

LETTERS
The current exhibit/project, "The
Linus H. Walker Collection: Fifty
years of CWU Stewardship" is orie
I have no complaint against the
example. The recent acquisition,
article or stripping. That is another argument entirely. People get to
When I opened the October the personal papers of Linus H.
. choose to go in there. I on the 24th 2002 issue of the Central Walker, donated by his son, Phillip
other hand, had no idea what I was Washington University Observer, I N. Walker, is the museum's first
going to see when I opened the was not excited about the fact that archive collection and supplepaper. I understand freedom of the there was an article announcing ments the original collection. His
press and would not want to that strippers would be coming to papers include some information
infringe upon that right. But this Ellensburg on Homecoming week- about collecting but they do not
freedom must be balanced with end. However, I was absolutely constitute "field notes".
Incidentally, "the ceremonial
social responsibility and common shocked and appalled when I
decency. The picture was nothing picked up the October 31, 2002 shields, weapons and natural
Jl?Ore than a gross attempt at pub- issue to find a headline of world history items" listed in the
licity through shock advertise- "Strippers Take it Off' next to a . article do not belong to the Walker
ment. It reflects poorly on the picture of a half naked women. I Collection. The museum also has
school and on the paper.
turned to page eight to see the arti- 40 other collections to draw from.
McDaniel quotes Phillip
Sarah Bauer
cle and I was offended, and sickSenior
ened by the picture of Brent Walker as saying that his father's
Biology, Teaching
Haberman inappropriately touch- collection illustrates the "remarking one of the strippers. Shame on able atheistic abilities" of Native
Jacob White for writing the article, American people and cultures.
shame on the Central students who I'm sure this is a misprint, and that
joined the strippers and shame on Phillip Walker's comment referred
The Oct. 31 Observer included the newspaper staff for publishing to aesthetic, not atheistic abilities.
a photo of a young man enjoying a such vulgar pictures in a paper that The religious beliefs of Native
young woman's partial nakedness, could possibly be seen by children American groups do not appear as
with neither one of them apparent- or· other impressionable people. I a subject anywhere in the Walker
ly experiencing a sense of shame.
even heard a quote from a local material.
In the biblical story of creation, radio DJ... "We expect this kind of
Finally, a word about the histothe first humans, Adam and Eve, stuff from Playboy, but not the ry of the archaeological material
also experienced and enjoyed one Central Observer." The DJ's went of the original Walker Collection.
another's nakedness without a on to quote some of the article and From 1908 to about 1940, Linus
sense of shame. The best explana- talk about the inappropriateness of Walker was actively engaged in
tion I've read for this is that they the picture. To me, that was building a first-class collection of
experienced their sexuality as a embarrassing and also made Native American artifacts. He
free and complete gift of them- Central look like a trashy school. I purchased, traded, was gifted, and
selves to each other. They never know for a fact that many other collected some of the objects in
treated one another as objects.
females, teachers and other people the field.
When sin entered the world, were deeply offended by the picMcDaniel is correct to point
the Bible tells us, things changed. ture on page eight. I was under the out that such field collecting activMan and woman were ashamed of assumption that the purpose of the ity is illegal today. In fact, anyone
their nakedness. They sought to paper was to inform, report and who knowingly disturbs (lny
cover themselves. Again, the best entertain, not publish nasty pic- Native American sites on public or
explanation I've read is that tures that should not be seen in a private land in Washin·gton is
because of sin, Adam and Eve school newspaper. If people want breaking the law. The federal
realized they could at times view to participate in this kind of activ- mandate she mentions (NAGPRA)
one another solely as objects for ity, fine, but don't tell the rest of us requires all federally funded institheir own sexual gratification. about it and especially spare us tutions with museums to inventory
Modesty, then, guarded them sick degrading pictures that made collections and report cultural
against lust. They reserved their me want to throw up! I hope that in material that may be subject to
nakedness for those times when the future the Observer staff will repatriation. This law enables
their sexual sharing could again be think twice before putting this tribes to initiate a complex and
a free and total gift.
kind of garbage into the school culturally sensitive process to
Does the lack of shame seen in newspaper.
reclaim such items. The musethe Oct. 31 photo represent a
um's function is to serve as liaison
Janell Balant
return to Paradise, to a time of free.
between the academic, public and
Junior
and complete giving oneself to
tribal communities in this process.
English
another? The story would seem to
The article implies that such matesay "no," that what folks experirial can be seen in the exhibits in
enced at the Thunderbird Lounge
Barge Hall and the library. This is
were a lot of business transactions
not so. The museum would not
instead: the sexual gratification of
put culturally sensitive material
men by women who probably
"on view" for the public.
were gratified mostly by the
In closing, I compliment
Thank you for Ms. McDaniel's
money they received. What some article, "Museum patrons revisit Jennifer McDaniel, staff reporter,
would label "good, clean fun" the past," in the Oct 31, 2002 edi- for taking an interest and generalseems to me to be a sad distortion tion of the Observer. I'm pleased ly doing a good job on this article.
of the beautiful gift human sexual- to see interest in the work of the Thanks also to you , the editor ~or
ity is meant to be.
Anthropology Museum, and allowing me to cl arify these
I'm sure the young man and would like to emphasize and pro- points.
young woman pictured last week vide additional clarity to some of
Martha Duskin-Smith
are good people. All of us, made the excellent points made in the
Curator
in God's image and likeness, are article.
Anthropology Museum
good. But our likeness to God,
The Anthropology Museum is
like a dirt-streaked mirror, can part of the Department of
become distorted through our Anthropology, not a department
actions. Whenever we treat others itself. The museum's primary role
as objects for our own pleasure, is to serve as steward the collecwe fling a little mud at that mirror. tions held in trust for the public
Marriage, the one place where a and ensure their care, and protecThe White Stripes take music
man and woman can truly give tion. The museum also provides lessons? Are you kidding me?
themselves to one another freely lab experience for students in the The raw, unaltered music of the
and completely - emotionally, sex- department's Museum Stµdies duo has been the first in years not
ually and spiritually - seems to me specialization, an option in the to follow the rules. I think somea compelling alternative to the Bachelors degree in Anthropology. one has been listening to too much
cheap thrills of a striptease act.
The museum also strives to of mass produced radio-rock.
Rev. Robert Siler
Laura Hostetler
provide access to the collections
Pastor, St. Andrew's Catholic
Sophomore
through exhibits and opportunities
Church, Ellensburg
Political Science
for study and public programming.

Continued from page 6

Photo of stripper
sick and offensive

Photo a distortion
of human sexuality

"I think there is, but l don't
think it's really anyone's
fault. I think it's because w~
spend most of our time on
campus."

- Grant "G" Hwang,
freshman, undecided

"I'm a freshman, so I
haven't actually felt that
quite yet, but from what I
here. there is because of the
city s 24-hour noise ordinance.

-Jessica Moore,
freshman, undecided

Curator clarifies
anthropology
museum article

"I think the re is, but I don 't
think it's anyone's fault.
Townies are townies and
students are students. "

- Ryan Rodruck,
junior, history

Music lessons not
needed for White
Stripes rock duo

"I think there definitely is a
difference between them. I
wouldn't say its either specific groups fault. " '

- Jessica Kienholz,
senior, p(J/itical science

THUMBS
UP
"Thumbs up to
all the crazy kids out last
Halloween. There were lots of
interesting costumes."
- Chanda Cook,
Staff reporter
"Thumbs up to the Central
police for making sure everyone comes to a complete stop
at the four-ways."
- Jacob White,
Staff reporter
"Thumbs up to it not snowing
yet."
- Jessica Spriggs,
Staff reporter
"Thumbs up to the No
Touching Ground movement
for finally raising the awareness of students and providing
great things to do at Central.
You guys rock!"
- Rachel Mills,
Staff reporter
"Thumbs up to the clubs on
campus for putting together a
great Boo Central for the kids
of Ellensburg."
- Carly Godden,
Staff reporter

THUMBS
DOWN
ing out scissors to
drunk customers. Accidents
can happen."
·
- Sarah Munkres,
Production manager
"Thumbs down to the professors who assigned tests on the
Friday after Halloween. Just
because they weren't doing
anything on Halloween doesn't mean they should ruin our
fun!"
- Joanne Schmeichel,
Online editor
"Thumbs down to the
Thunderbird for bringing in
strippers . Like there aren't
enough slutty girls here
already."
-Anne Ferber,
Staff reporter
"Thumbs down to the dry
weather
in
Ellensburg.
Because it is so dry, I always
carry the Nivea."
- Takeshi Kojima,
Staff reporter
"Thumbs down to everyone
who said my Terminator costume on Halloween promoted
violence. They should be
shot."
- Casey Steiner,
Managing editor
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Bevond fast food

Club above ground

Take a bite out ot Ellensburg in
Scene's "Best of' tood reviews

Anew Central club promotes
student activism ·

page 10

Elevated Entertainment

page 12

Twenty-year-old sculpture repaired
by Jacob White
Staff reporte"r
The death and decay of fall resonates through a quaint back street in
Ellensburg. Particles of fallen leaves
freeze to the morbid winter ground
and steam rises from a freshly dug
grave of a recently deceased family
pet dog named Raggs.
Beyond the street and behind the
improvised fa9ade of international
flags hanging on a clothesline, life is
being restored.
A. mjddle-aged man strikes exuberant poses, while another man
photographs him to help illustrate a
children's book and in a makeshift
art studio two women meticulously
reconstruct a 300 pound head.
This is the eccentric landscape of
the home of unconventional
Ellensburg artist Merrily Tompkins.
Tompkins is hard at work on the
restoration of a four-foot-tall 300
pound head sculpture of worldrenowned scientist, Nikola Tesla.
She made the cement and ceramic
tile structured piece in 1982 as part
of the Seattle Arts Commission's
City Lights project.
"I was really intrigued with him
as a person; he's very eccentric. He
thought he was from another planet,"
Tompkins said.
Tesla is known as one of the most
mysterious men of science. He
rarely wrote down any notes, opting
to memorize everything, and he
turned down a Nobel Prize. His discovery of the alternating current is
his most praised invention.
The sculptu~e was placed in an
unprotected area of the CrestonNelson Electrical substation where it
endured years of torturous graffiti.
The defacement was so persistent

that the statue was named the number one maintenance problem of the
Seattle Arts Commission.
A member of the Seattle Art
Commission contacted Tompkins
and asked her to restore her sculpture
so that it could be displayed once
again, but in a safer environment this
time.
Tompkins said that she was overwhelmed by the project because it is
hard to work on something a second
time.
She posted flyers around Central
Washington University's campus
with the hope of finding some muchneeded help and motivation from a
budding young student artist.
Tompkins' flyer read: "If you are
interested in this exciting opportunity to share the heady drudgery and
terror of meeting a looming deadline,
give me a call."
Recent Central art graduate
Amanda Triggs was intrigued by the
opportunity to gain experience working with a successful artist.
"I'm interested in getting into
public sculpture," Triggs said.
Together, the two women worked
on the project all summer and into
the cold end of fall. The restoration
is near completion and both artists
are excited for the tedious process to
be finished.
"I've never done anything this
big and involved," Triggs said. "I
learned a lot about the amount of
work and the quality of the work
needed for public sculpture."
Both women have been working
on other projects. They've been
selected to have their art displayed at
Yakima
Valley
Community
College's Larson Gallery as award
recipients. Their art will be on display through November.

Joe Whiteside/Observer

Ellensburg resident and Central graduate Merrily Tompkins constructed a 300 pound
head of scientist Nikola Tesla 20 years ago. The ar.twork, vandalized while on display in
Seattle, is being repaired by Tompkins and recent Central art graduate Amanda Triggs.

Club Central comedy
by Andrew Fickes
Scene editor
Thinking caps on. Tolerance levels up. Feel-good comedian Jerry
Corley has entered stage left.
Last Friday night, as headliner of
Club Central's second comedy night
of the quarter, Corley treated the
crowd to his self-described sociological comedic style.
Delivered by a tough-guy exterior, but softened by an inner respect
for all walks of life, Carley's material touched upon America's present
political environment and people's
individual cultural differences.
"We need to make fun of each

ri~ght

other,'' Corley said.
the next division below the Mexican
Corley sees joking between two national team. Corley, with h~s then
or more people as a means of sharing naming red hair, left New York with
respect or love for each other, with- the team for Los Angeles to get away
out coming straight out and saying it. from the crime. He said he looked
He said joking about peoples' differ- like a match head among the Latinos.
ences, in a respectful way, will lead ·
Two years ago, Corley made the
to greater tolerance.
biggest tolerance adjustment of his
"We do live in the greatest coun- life. His life-long best friend and
try and we're getting better at our tol- New York fireman, Fritz, came out of
erance," Corley ~aid.
the closet at age 32.
First-hand, Corley has idealized
Corley thought perhaps he was
the lesson of tolerance all his life. He joking. But he wasn't. Corley quickwas born into it. Growing up in New ly assured Fritz that he didn't think
York, Corley lived in a dominant any less of him. The ·only thing that
Latino neighborhood. At age 19, changed between them was the
before his comedic career began, he jokes.
played soccer for a Latino team - in
"I love gay guys. More women

strips down

for us,'' Corley said.
Since Fritz came out, Corley, in
much of what he says, incorporates
the gay lifestyle in his act. As the son
of Pat Corley, who played Phil the
bartender on the early '90s sitcom
Murphy Brown, Corley has also
trained in acting.
On stage, his new gay character is
Frit~ the Freedom Fairy.
"We.'11 (the United States) be so
tolerant one day, we'll let a gay guy
named Fritz the Freedom Fairy do
the Star Spangled Banner during the
World Series,'' Corley said.
With patriotic finesse, Corley finished his set singing the Star
Spangled Banner as Fritz the

Freedom Fairy - flailing his arms,
adding rocket noises where appropriate and as a final salute to America,
dropped his pants to expose his
American flag boxers. God Bless
America.
5-foot-10, 125 pound Kermit
Holiday opened the show prior to
Corley. Holiday used his wirey frame
as an angle in most of his material.
"I'm 98 percent fat-free,''
Holiday said. "Made like a man, fit
for a woman."
Club Central's next comedy
night program will be at 8 p.m. on
Friday, Dec. 6. Show cost is $3 for
students. Rich Delia and Juan
Kanopii co-headline.
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Student activity raises
eyebrows and paranoia
by Jacob White
Staff reporter
For those Central Washington
University students whose thirst for
violence has not been quenched by
exposure to Tarantino films and
Rockstar
video games,
the
Residential Assistants in Central's
residential halls are providing their
residents with a chance to experience
the paranoia and fear of hunting each
other down in a game known as
Assassins.
"It sounds like a blast," Adam
Kirschenmann, freshman undecided
major, said.
Other Central students do not
believe that Assassins is an appropriate game to be played in light of
recent events around the nation.
"I think it's in bad taste," Kylee
Thrush, senior human resource management major, said.
Each participant is also given a
name and picture of their prey another student who is participating
in the game. Residents are armed
with neon colored squirt guns.
Residents are unaware of who has
drawn their name and are often
forced to the seclusion of their dorm
rooms in order of lower their vulnerability to being picked off.
"Its really suspenseful," Seth
Miller, senior physics major and
math major, said. "You are always
looking around behind you and taking different ways to class; it ju~t
adds some excitement to the day,"

Derrick Peters/ Observer

Steve Heinz, junior
computer science major,
was "X-ed" out after he
was shot by Chuck Allison,
sophomore flight
technology major.
While the game may seem like it
breeds isolation more than interaction, Central RAs and other administrators believe the opposite is true.
"It is an opportunity to bring people together that normally would not
meet," Lisa Berthon, area coordinator for Barto Hall, said.
Once a player is shot, he or she is
out of the game. A blood red "X" is
slashed across victim's picture,
which hangs with the other casualties
in Barto lounge.
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There is more in this truck stop town than golden arches, and on the next two pages, Scene uncovers
some of the restaurants in Ellensburg. From cheap eats to date dinners, find the best in Wildcat Country.

A religious experience

Bite Size Reviews
by Jessica Spriggs
Staff reporter

Wing Central serves up spice.

Although the menu may seem as
constricting as a jock strap (not that I
know first hand what a jock strap
feels like, I'm basing that on word of
mouth), the Yellow Church Cafe
blends the comfort of your own
home with the atmosphere of a
funky, upbeat restaurant.
This cafe is elegantly set in a yellow building, which used to be a
church, on the corner of First and
Pearl streets. Within the humble
structure is friendly service and
enticing food.
Upon being seated, the waiter
announces the few possibilities that
are being served that day from the
menu's already tiny selection. For
me, this was an fostant panic attack.
I am the queen of picky eating; they
might as well put a picture of me
next to the definition in Webster's
dictionary.
Once I got over the sheer terror of
stepping out of my comfort zone, I
selected from a list that was as eclectic
as
Central
Washington
University's general education
requirements.
From Cajun chicken salad to
charbroiled steak and salmon, there
seemed to be at least one item from
every genre of eating preferences on
the menu.
For my suggestions on what to

Joe Whiteside/Observer

Annette Burk, waitress at the. Yellow Church Cafe,
welcomes guests as they enter the elegant restaurant
located on the corner of First and Pearl streets.
eat, I have to include a warning: not
everything I list will be on the menu
the day you pony up the dough to go.
So please don't get your panties in a
twist if you arrive hoping for one of
my proposals and find that it is not
being served.
With that said, I ordered the
Alaskan Salmon with lemon dill
sauce. This was the day's special and
it was worthy of a standing ovation.
Had I not been wearing a dress, my
taste buds and I may have done a
dance over the amazing amount of
flavor that was packed into this delicious entree.
PK's steaks (PK standing for
preacher's kids) left me wiping drool
off my face. But what you must ·
know is I hate steak; it repulses me as
much as a Sandra Bullock chick
flick. This steak, however, was sea-

soned to perfection, tender and beautifully prepared.
Finally, salads at the Yellow
Church are not just meant for those
dainty girls who are too afraid to eat
real food. They are big salads, like
the ones Elaine ate on "Seinfeld."
They are hearty, filling and include
enough chicken that even a man
might try his hand at one. Then
again, what guy wants to be the one
that orders a salad?
The Yellow Church Cafe is a
pricier establishment, but it · was
worth skipping a few McDonald's
trips to pay for. It w,as fulfilling. It
was beautiful. It was downright
good. There are only so many places
to treat yourself to in Ellensburg, so
why not make the Yellow Church the
next one you partake in? Trust me, it
will be worth it.

CALL FOR VENDORS
Be part of the holiday tradition at CWU! We are
looking for artists and crafters interested in selling
quality, original work at our annual holiday festival.
Students and student clubs and organizations
receive substantial discounts on booth fees!
For more information or an application, stop by
SUB 217 today or call Kayte at 963-3315.

If hot is what your mouth
desires for dinner, then Wing
Central is the place for you.
Numb lips and watery eyes are
just a couple of the extra perks
that come with a dining experience at Wing Central located at
the corner of 18th Street and
Walnut.
Hot wings are the restaurant's
most popular item. They are
served with celery sticks and
bleu cheese dressing to help with
the heat. There are different
degrees of heat with the hottest
being Blistered.
Wings can be dripping in
other sauces like the popular No
Smoochin' sauce made with garlic and parmesan cheese. The
Rode6 Honey wings are also
very popular with the Ellensburg
crowd.
"The ·wings are awesome.
The second degree wings are the
perfect formula," Jake Paquette,
senior broadcast journalism
major, said.
The brave souls who try
Hellaciously Hot Wings get their
heated expression immortalized
in a picture on the wall.
If craving something other
than wings, never fear, burgers
and appetizers are here. The

Lindsey Jackson/Observer

Chef Jim Rowe prepares
a batch of hot wings.
menu is well rounded with
Nuclear Nachos and Stuffy
Burgers, which are stuffed with
jalapefios or bacon and cheese.
Wing Central also has a wide
selection of salads to enjoy.
The restaurant has a unique,
college flair.
The owner,
Shannon Leahy, and the chef, Jim
Rowe, her fiance, appreciate
Central Washington University's
student business.
"The college has really supported us," Rowe said. "The
football team always comes in."

Campus vs. Rossow:
The battle of the U-Tote-Ems
Burgers and fries are always a
good American food to eat during
the day and at Rossow's U-ToteEm both can be grabbed for
under five bucks.
The Ellensburger is a popular
item on this diner-like restaurant's menu. It is one of the items
unique to this restaurant as
opposed to Campus U-Tote-Em,
the burger restaurant closer to
Central Washington University's
Joe Whiteside/Observer
campus.
The longer drive may be seen Campus U-Tote-Em is
as a downside to the restaurant, located across from cambut many patrons think the food pus on Eighth Street.
is worth it.
"It's worth the drive out here
The menu, which includes
to get the better food," Andy any burger imaginable, matches
Clark, Ellensburg High School Rossow's U-Tote-Em's menu
student, said.
almost exactly, except the names
If dining indoors, as opposed are changed a little.
Allto getting your food to go, then American food is what is offered
Rossow's beats Campus.
and prices are reasonable.
So what happens when a
There are more tables outside
burger craving sneaks up on you than inside,but no one wants to
when walking to class? Walking sit outside when there is a foot of
to Rossow's is not a very likely - snow on the ground and the air is
option.
Luckily for many, cold enough to tum your Coke
Campus U-Tote-Em is right into a Coke-side. ·
across the street from Central's
Help with burger cravings is
campus to save the day.
only a street's length away.
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Vibrant victuals at the Valley Cafe

The Valley Cafe is an absolutely
classy little joint downtown that
offers more than an outstanding
menu. This 1930s art-deco restaurant has an inviting atmosphere and a
great wine list featuring Washington
wines.
Expect to drop a .few bucks for
dinner, but know that it is well worth
it. Start with a mouth-watering appetizer like the portabella mushroom.
It's grilled and seasoned with hints of
garlic and served atop a bed of seasonal greens. Ooh, but the skewers
of ahi tuna are hard to beat. It's good
. to go with at least a couple other peo-

Bryan Waters/Observer

Honored as the "Best Restaurant in Kittitas County," The
Valley Cafe lives up to its awards with mouth-watering
meals in a classy, downtown setting.
ple, so you don't have to pick just
one appetizer.
Choosing the entree is quite a
dilemma. The daily special is always
spectacular, usually featuring fresh
Northwest seafood, but the other

items on the menu make it almost
painful to commit. There's tantalizing pasta and delectable chicken
dish~s. as well as steaks cooked to
order.
Ah, dessert. After appetizers,

entrees, wine and bread, it's hard to
justify anything else. Then the glass
tray of truffles on the counter catches
your eye. Decadently rich with flavors like amaretto and kahlua, raspberry and dark or milk chocolate they're small, just one couldn't hurt.
Decisions, decisions.
The Valley Cafe has won several
awards from "Best Restaurant in
Kittitas County," to "Best Wine
List." The "Best Service" award is
well-deserved by the professional,
well-dressed wait staff. The atmosphere is cozy, and the fare is never
below wonderful. This little gem is
perfect for a date and even better for
those times mom and dad want to
take you out to dinner.
If there isn't time to enjoy the full
dining experience, or if you're just in
the mood for a quick nibble, don't
look further than next door.
The Valley Cafe also has a little
wine shop specializing in wonderful
wines, scrumptious salads, and coffee creations prepared by the Valley's
very own.

Downtown yields dessert destinations
by Rachel Mills

Staff reporter

Screaming for ice
cream in winter
Winter's chill might have arrived,
but don't, go gently into that season.
Rage against the dying of fall with
some ice cream from Winegars. Yes,
that's right, ice cream in winter.
Think about it, at least it won't melt
on the walk home.
Winegars, located at 608 N. Main
St., has been giving Dairy Queen and
Baskin Robbins a run for their
money for about ten years. Unlike
chain stores, Winegar's ice cream is
homemade in Ellensburg and features original flavors inspired by the
owners and their family.

The store is de~igned to emulate
old fashioned soda fountains.
Customers can enjoy their treats
inside, on the benches outside or in
the privacy of their own car care of
the drive-through window.
"The number one flavor is Mt.
Stuart Vanilla, then Jaggy Oats and
then Sundae Rachelle," Cory
Winegar, Winegars partner, said.
. With such unusual names it might
help to read the flavor's descripti~n.
Jaggy Oats features oatmeal raisin
cookie dough in maple ice cream.
Sundae Rachelle has caramel swirls
and chocolate covered almonds in
vanilla ice cream. Mt. Stuart Vanilla
is more self-explanatory.
Not a hard ice cream fan? Try a
sundae, milkshake, smoothie, espresso or a protein shake.
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·Remember the
homemade sweets
To all of those students cornplaining about the lack of culinary variety
on campus it's time to get off those
lazy butts and take a stroll through
downtown Ellensburg to sample
some of the homemade delights that
a small town can offer.
It is a IO-minute walk from campus to Sweet Memories, located at
319 N. Pearl St. Walking through the
lace-curtained doors, the senses are
immediately bombarded with smells
of fresh baked pastries and rolls.
Everything for sale is homemade,
except the espresso.
Serving up baked goods daily not
only provides great fresh items but

an opportunity for "day old" sales.
April Evans, sophomore history
major and Sweet Memories employee agreed that some of the most popular items are the sticky buns that can
be made with apples, nuts, or plain.
Some other choices are rolls, cream
cheese sweet rolls, cookies, brownies, and cobbler to name a few.
Bakery items are the shop's specialty, but Sweet Memories also
offers lunch with many favorites.
"The Turkey Delight sandwich
was the most popular item today,"
Evans said. "Mostly [we sell] sandwiches and pasta salads or soups, it
depends on the day."
The eclectic mix of furniture coupled with smells of freshly baked
goods, creates an atmosphere reminiscent of grandma's house.
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You tell
us
What is your
favorite
restaurant in
Ellensburg?

"The Campus U-Tote
'Em cause it's good
burgers."

Mike .Sieritis,
freshman, construction
management

"On campus, Holmes
West because I usually
spend most of my time
on campus."

Abdi Dahin,
freshman, mechanical
engineering

"/have to tell you, the
only restaurant I eat at
in
Ellensburg
is
McDonald's. "

Kelly Warnock,
post-baccalaureate,
marketing education

m
Club moves above ground with student activism
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Rachel Mills
Staff reporter
Anyone who knows anything
about the No Touching Ground
Movement wouldn't have been surprised when co-founder Lars
Bergquist arrived, skateboard in
hand, for this interview. The other
co-founder, Will Truce, arrived
s ~ortly after, on foot , despite the
threatening cold air. Both individuals seem to exemp!ify in their being
every aspect of the No Touching
Ground Movement philosophy.
The No Touching Ground
Movement (NTGM) was recognized
as a club at Central Washington
University this year but has far surpassed the limitations of the club
title. It is truly a movement and a formula for a different way of life that
many Central students have been
desperately seeking.
For two hours Bergquist and
Truce explained the motivations and
meanings behind the movement, .
without hesitation or pause. Driven
by their excitement and enthusiasm
to share the message and philosophy
behind this innovative movement
they hope to change the face of
Central and Ellensburg for the better.
Q: When did you come up with
the idea for the No Touching
Ground Movement? Any particular motivation?

A: At the end of the school year
we tossed around ideas. It originally
started out as a snowboarding club.
Lars was the president of the
Washington State University snowboard club and was shocked that

Observer

there was no organization for riders
with such close ski resorts. We wanted to get kids discount gear and provide an easier access to the outdoor
lifestyle. That was the initial spark,
but it has become so much more.
Life is great when you're on the
mountains, but what about life at
school? We realized there was so
much more needed than just a snowboard club. We wanted to create a
life tha.t had more depth and through
the arts and music raised social and
political awareness. Central is lacking in this. Students are in a depressing state of apathy and indifference
due to total ignorance fed to all of us
through pop-culture.
Q: What is the philosophy

social/political awareness, snowboarding, skiing, biking and surfing.
These are all ways we can express
our souls.
Q: How do you cover all of

behind NTG M?

are simply people desperate for a betA: It's an abstract phrase that ter world and want to rally people to
Lars came up with. It was something - share in the desperation.
Q: What kinds of events do you
that symbolized the overall philosophy. Everyone's soul is held down by have planned for the rest of the
chains of guilt, suffering and repres- quarter?
A: On Thursday, Nov.14 in the
sion. We hope the movement inspires
people to break those chains to reach SUB Theatre at 6:30 p.m., we are
a higher level of being. We have so having one of our main fundraisers
many symbols of wings and flying for the year. We're showing a double
since our true nature is to soar into snowboard movie premiere featuring
Mackdawg's film "Pulse" and an
the heavens of freedom.
Q: You both answer the ques- indie low-budget film called
tions as one. Have you been friends "Couching Tiger." Both films feature
Northwest riders. There is also going
for a long time?
· A: Will has been here for over to be a raffle for three brand-new
three years, and I just started last snowboards, lift tickets and tons of
gear. Also, there will be a concert
quart~r. A lot of our roots are imbedded in a respect for nature bred in our with two hip-hop bands Loghogr a
many years spent in Alaska. We both local group, and Subversureal, a
lived similar lifestyles, raised in the Seattle hip-hop band. We will be sellpunk rock/skate subculture. We have ing tickets at our booth in the SUB
such a respect and gratitude for the starting the Thursday of Winterfest
planet. Fate brought us together. We and going until the day of the pre-

these topics in your meetings?

A: The structure is broken into
guilds. Each guild organizes people
with similar passions and allows the
guilds to lead the movement. It is not
canon, we could add more guilds or
remove them, allowing the movement to be adaptive to different passions. Currently the guilds are for
music, arts and film, mountain missions (outdoor activities), social and
political awareness and visual voice
(voice of the movement).
Q: How did you come up with

photo courtesy of the No Touching Ground Movement

Lars Berquist and Will Truce, co-founders of Central's No
Touching Ground Movement, provide students with alternative means to voice their opinions and their minds.

the name NTGM?

A: A large part of the philosophy
is to fight against injustice, repression, fear and suffering. We are tired·
of living in a world where the majority is ruled by the few who have a
lack of concern for the well being of
others. We wanted to provide a voice
and an outlet. We want to promote a
healthier lifestyle physically, mentally and spiritually. We just want to
organize students with common
interests and get them together, .no
matter what their skill level.
Q: Besides snowboarding, what
other interests are included in
NTGM?

A: The first premise of NTG is
that everyone. has souls that are connected to nature, but have been
repressed and clouded. NTG hopes
to inspire people to liberate themselves. There are many forms of liberation through the · art, music,

miere. Tickets to the show are $3 and
raffle tickets are $1.
Q: Since one of your main passions is snowboarding are you providing a shuttle to the pass?

A: We hope to have a weekly van
going up to Snoqualmie Pass on
Saturdays. We also want to set up
carpools during the weeknights. We
can get group deals at Stevens Pass,
too.
Q: Do you have anything to say
to the student body at Central in
particular?

A: Yeah, Central it's time to wake
up and live the life you dream of!
The No Touching Ground
Movement meets Thursdays in the
Owhi room in the SUB at 5 p.m. Club
dues are $20 for the year which
allows them free admittance to all
NTG events and a T-shirt, plus three
raffie tickets for the Nov. 14 event.

Twice .A Day-E~y D_!!y
BUFFET
Lunch
11 am-2 pm

$499

Dinner
4-9pm

$599

All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza, Salad Ba~ Cheesesticks & Dessert Pizza
No coupon necessary. Dine-fn only. Valid at Ellensburg location only. Sales tax not included. Prices subject to change.
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This day in history:

1991
Magic Johnson (NBA)
announced that he had
tested positive for the .
virus that causes AIDS,
and that he was retiring
from basketball.

Biggest game of the year
by Casey Steiuer
Managing editor
Not since Jon Kitna led the
Wildcats to a national title in 1995
has the Central Washington
University football team enjoyed
such a glamorous season.
But not even Kitna, an NAIAAllAmerica selection in '95 and current
quarterback for the Cincinnati
Bengals, could lead the Wildcats to
an undefeated regular season - something this year's squad could accom~
plish Saturday with a victory over
the regional powerhouse Aggies of
the University of California - Davis
(UC8D).
The Wildcats and Aggies clash in
what likely will decide home field
advantage for the NCAA playoffs.
Central ( 10-0) kept a firm hold on its
No. 1 ranking in this week's NCAA
Division II West Region rankings,
while UCD (7-1) crept its way into
the No. 2 spot. The top four teams in
the regional poll qualify for the 16team playoffs with the No. 1 and No.
2 teams hosting opening round
games Nov. 23.
''This game is huge," assistant
football coach Beau Baldwin said.
"The kids are excited. We'll be fired
up and ready to go. Saturday is
going to be a lot of fun."
Despite its regional superiority,
Central is seated nationally one place
behind the No. 5 Aggies in the
American
Football
Coaches
Association Division II Coaches'
Poll.

This week's rankings are considered a moot point by the UCD coaching staff.
"I don't think either one of them
(national and ·regional polls) makes a
difference until after the game has
been played," UCD head coach Bob
Biggs said.
With its only loss coming at the
hands of the No. I nationally ranked
Grand Valley State University
Lakers (Mich.) 17-24 in the first
game of the season, UCD brings a
seven-game winning streak and
recent bragging rights to Ellensburg. ·
Last year the Aggies embarrassed the
Wildcats with a score of 48-13.
"The offensive line has had a
whole year to mesh since that loss,"
sophomore running back Willie
Johnson said. "They have made the
whole team better. Holes are opening for Zak Uunior quarterback Zak
Hill), Mario (running back Mario
Sweet) and I that might not have
been there a year ago."
.
Two of the top offenses in the
nation will be on display at
Tomlinson Stadium. The Wildcats
rank second nationally in total
offense at 477.2 yards per game and
hold the No. 7 spot in scoring offense
at 39.8 points per game. The Aggies
rank No. 11 in total offense at 439.5
yards per game and No. 11 in scoring
offense at 37 points per game.
UCD is led by sophomore running back Matt Massari, who has
four straight 100-yard games to his
credit and has racked up 1,076 yards
on the season.

Ana tollly of
a Wildcat
A r m :
Quarterback Zak

short of Casey
Jacox (1995 to
'98) for second
place on Central's
all-time passing
list.

L e g s :
Sophomore running
back Willie
Johnson needs
three more touchdowns to tie Pat
Patterson (I 989)
and Dan Murphy
(I 998) for the single-season touchdown record (19).
Johnson · is also
closing in on
Central's singleseason
scoring
record. He needs
26 points to break
Ken
Russaw's
record of I 22 points
set in 1995.

Hands:
Sophomore wide
receiver Brian
Potucek is five
,yards short of
becoming
the
third player in
Central history to
amass 1,00-yards
receiving in a
season. Potucek
ranks 14th nationally in receptions
per game and 10th
in receiving yards
per game.

Winter sports extravaganza
Men's Basketball
by Takeshi Kojima
Staff reporter
Winter season is not only for the
people who like snowboarding, but
also the people who like to play in
the gym . Central Washington
University's winter sports season is
getting ready to begin and each team
is ready to rumble.
Central's men's basketball team is
ready for the coming season. This
year Central has 15 roster players,
including six returning players from
last season.
"I think this team has a lot of
depth," Greg Sparling, head basketball coach, said. "This team is going
to be an up-tempo team, a team that's
going to put a lot of points on the
board. It's going to be a fun team to

watch, fun team to coach."
Although the players have not
chosen a team captain, senior Terry
Thompson, who scored 15.2 points
on average last season, is going to be
a key player on the team.
"I think everyone's got to step up
and do their own little part to take
this team as far as it will go,"
Sparling said.
This season, the Wildcats will
focus on the defensive aspects of the
game more than anything else.
"We have to stop people, and our
defense will make our offense _go,"
Sparling said. "You can get them to
take the poor shots, and we rebound,
and get the break going. That's when
good things are going to happen."
Focusing on their defense is not
the only thing the Wildcats have in
mind for the season. They are also
looking foward to the season's end.
"We want to make other teams
turn the ball over 30 times. We want

to rebound the opposing the team by
eight," Sparling said. "We want the
National Championship."
Central takes on theUni versity of
Was hington in its first exhibition
game of the season at 7 p.m. on Nov.
12 in Seattle and then they come
home to play Son's Blue Angels at 2
p.m. on Nov. 16 in Nicholson Pavilion. ,
They will 'face off against
Northwest Nazarene University in
the first conference game at 5 p.m. on
Nov. 22 at Seattle Pacific University
in the SPU Vitamilk Classic.

Women's Basketball
Central 's women's basketball
team is also preparing for the coming
season. This year, Central has 13

See WINTER, Page 74

· Joe Whiteside/Observer

Senior guard Meggen Kautzky puts pressure on the
Northwest Nazarene University defense last season.
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Athlete of the Week
by Hilary Shemanski
Staff reporter

''I

Joe Whiteside/Observer

just love
working hard
to achieve n:1Y
goals. ' '
- Alicen Maier

To be considered a top collegiate athlete
takes more than just natural ability and hard
work. It also takes a ·lot of dedication, love and
competitive spirit.
On Oct. 26, junior Alicen. Maier led the
Central Washington University women's cross
country team to a second-place finish at the
2002 Great Northwest Athletic Conference
(GNAC) Championships at Lincoln Park in
Seattle. This six-kilometer (3.75 miles) race
earned her all-conference honors when she finished with a time of 22:08.75.
Maier started running track in middle school
and has competed ever since.
"Nothing in particular inspired me to start
running. I just love working hard to achieve my
goals and seeing the end results of all the hard
training that I put into it," Maier said. "Besides
being very competitive I like being forced to
keep in shape and I really enjoy being a part of
a team."
Her goal for this cross country season is to

place .in the top two at regionals, and to be
named to the All-America team at nationals.
Her goals for indoor and outdoor track are to
better her times and win nationals. Her proudest running achievement was placing third at
the indoor track nationals her sophomore year.
"I get pumped for a race when I have confidence in myself, when there is good competition, and when I know I am very mentally prepared," M_aier said. "Basically I just try to
imagine myself doing awesome during my race
because the moment I start doubting myself I
begin to be less of a runner than I really am."
To keep such a high level of athleticism,
Maier's average workout week consists of running at least six days per week, four to 12 miles
per day. She usually runs one race per week,
has two hard workouts, one long run, two easy
runs and one recovery day.
"Alicen is by far the ~entral player on the
team this year. She has been our number one at
every meet," Kevin Adkisson, head cross country coach, said. "She is one of the top runners in
the region. Even though our entire team is
exceptional this year, Alicen runs at another

level."
The cross country team is doing excellent
this year. It placed second at the GNAC championships and placing in the top three at regionals are evident. This would allow the team to go
on to nationals.
"I have really enjoyed running at Central,
my college experience wouldn't be as enjoyable or rewarding without it," Maier said. "I am
really grateful to run for a college that is so supportive of athletics. Our coaches are also very
supportive and encouraging. All of the girls on
the team are extremely encouraging of one
another."
Central's athletic department is working
toward a reputation of giving student athletes
the utmost support.
"A strong athletic program can provide a
sense of pride and unity for students, faculty,
alumni and community. Much of the nation
sees Central only through the performance of
its athletic teams," Lyndon Weiseman, assistant
athletic director, said. "They -(coaches) are
making things happen with excitement and a
commitment to being the best."

WINTER: 2002-2003 winter teams prep fOr

fiercely competitive seasons in the GNAC
Continued from page 13
players, including seven returners.
"I think this year's team is very
deep," Jeff Whitney, head women's
basketball coach, said.
Helping contribute to the team's
success this season will be returning
seniors Angela Jensen, Meggen
Kautzky and Karissa Martin, who
have been chosen as team captains.
Whitney said even though he
expects each player to step up into a
leaders)lip role, he knows each one
will bring her own talent to the floor.
Senior point guard Jensen is one
player who is expected to bring
defensive talent to the team.
"We expect her (Jensen) to score
this season and be able to obviously
defend the opposition's point guard.
I feel she has the ability to be an all

conference type player," Whitney said.
Jensen explains how the team is
working for the coming season.
"We all worked really hard in the
spring to get stronger, faster and
worked on the team unity," Jensen
said. "We are really athletic, really
quick, and we get along very well.
We all have the same goals in mind,
so we work really well together."
Four-year
starter
Meggen
Kautzky's role on the team is well
defined.
"We are expecting her (Kautzky)
to bring leadership to the team this
year," Whitney said. "She is the
- -team's best defensive player right now."
Returning two-year varsity player
Martin is also expected to push the
limit of her talent on the floor.
"We are expecting big things out
of her (Martin)," Whitney said. "We
want her to become a scorer. She is

going to score the majority of our
points from the three position."
Martin emphasizes the mental
part of the team.
"I think a lot of it has to with just
staying positive, and helping others,"
Martin said. 'The (team) is awesome."
The Wildcats are setting their
sights on what they have to accomplish this season to achieve their
goals.
"Our first goal obviously is this
team wants to get back to the national tournament," Whitney said. "They
want to make sure that we win the
Great Northwest Athletic Conference
title. After missing out last year, our
returners qre really hungry. I'm looking forward to see if they can reach
their goals."
First on the agenda for the
Wildcats is an exhibition game at
Eastern Washington University at

7:05 p.m. this Saturday. The Wildcats
then return home for the annual
Rodeo City Wildcat Classic Nov. 2223.

Wrestling
by Staci Peper
Sports editor
The wrestling mat should be
another exciting place to watch this
winter. With a pre-season poll pick in
the top I 0 in the NCAA Division II,
the Central Washington University
wrestlers hope to climb ·the polls
throughout the season.
."Our team is pretty solid from top
to bottom," junior Kenny Salvini
(149 lbs. weight class) said. "I expect
a lot of big things."
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•Instructor Season's Pass
•Insni,ictor In Season Training
•Staff Accommodations
•Great Way to Meet New People
•Midweek and Weekend Schedules
Available
•Located at Summit Central on
Snoqualmie Pass
Webbski is looking for additional ski and snowboard instructors for the
ui:;coming season. We have an excelleo/ training program starting on
November
21st to ::;,aet you ready for teaching
... a great "Yay to afford
,
I
skiing or riding on a college budget.

This year, the Wildcats have
some of the top ranked wrestlers in
the nation returning for another go.
Returning All-American senior
Shane Jaime (141) is a hot contender
to take first place in nationals this
season.
"I think .he'll take nationals with
his eyes closed," Salvini said.
Senior Jarred Novak (165), who
is ranked third. in the nation in his
weight class, and junior Franco
Santiago (184), who is ranked fifth in
his weight class, will be some of the
team' s strongest competitors.
With the combination of a
tougher, more competitive conference and strong returning squad, this
season should amount to an exciting one.
"We have a tough team, we just
need to get it mentally," Novak said.
"That's what it's all about. (But) I
think we will fair pretty well."

Peace Corps
Get ready to redefine your world!

Central Washington
University
Thursday, November 7, 2002
,. Information Table "
70:00 am to 4:00 pm
SUB

Video+ Q&~<
12:00 noon - i:OO pm
. SUB - Room 208

Peace Corps recruiter Kirsten Franklin will be on
campus to answer your questions about exciting
overseas opportunities you may qualify for. Stop
by and find out what Peace Corps has to offer.

www.peacecorps.gov
(800) 424-8580 - Option 1

.Call us today at 800-473-6157 or e-mail us on our website: webbOI@attbi.com .

~
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Wildcat Sports Quick Hits
·w ildcats one step closer Soccer shut out
Central Washington
University senior defensive end Lance Gibson
(73) gives chase to
Western Washington
University's quarterback
Scott Mitchell (8) in last
season's Cascade Cup at
Bellingham's Civic
Stadium. Gibson leads
the team this season
with nine sacks.
Joe Whiteside/Observer

by RJ Brown
Staff reporter
Last Saturday, the Central
Washington University Wildcats
pulverized the Humboldt State
University (HSU) Jacks 41-14,
improving to I0-0 on the season.
This win allowed the Wildcats
to secure the conference title,
climb to sixth in the coach's poll
and retain the first place position
in the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference (GNAC).
The Wildcats scored 20 first-

quarter points and led 34-7 at
halftime.
Sophomore running back
Willie Johnson led the team in
rushing yardage with 20 carries
for 144 yards and two touchdowns. Johnson is the leading
scorer in the GNAC with 16
touchdowns this season.
'Tm ready for the playoffs to
begin, so we can see what other
teams have to offer," Johnson
said.
Sophomore receiver Brian
Potucek had nine receptions for

125 yards and two touchdowns.
Throughout the game the
Wildcat defense held HSU to just
53 rushing yards.
"This winning season feels
great, it's hard to do any better
than this," John Zamberlin, head
football coach, said.
The Wildcats will take on the
fifth ranked University of
California-Davis Aggies at 12
p.m. on Nov. 9 at Tomlinson
Stadium.. The Wildcats will
attempt to go undefeated during
the regular season.

Volleyball stopped short
by RJ Brown
Staff reporter
The
Central
Washington
University Wildcats allowed the
University of Alaska Fairbanks
(UAF) to rally from two games to
zero, and were defeated last
Saturday in Nicholson Pavilion 1930, 28-30, 30-28, 30-24, 15-8.
With this loss, the Wildcats
move to an overall ·record of 10-12
and 7-7 in the Great Northwest

1990 FORD TEMPO. 4 door,
automatic, champagne color. $900
OBO . Call Alana 962-1568
YAMAHA BLASTER - 4WHEELER. 200 cc, 6-speed, 2

stroke. Clean, runs great. Plastic.
100% condition on plastic and tires.
$2200 509-302-2800. Call for info,
leave message.
1998 CHEVY MALIBU. Great car,

power everything. Automatic, good
gas mileage. Very clean car. $5500.
925-4205
SUZUKI QUAD RUNNER - 4
WHEELER. 230 cc, 5-speed, 4

Athletic Conference (GNAC).
Junior middle blocker Gita Burke's
kill gave the Wildcats a one game
lead early in the match.
"We have had good times, but
we were not as consistent as we
would have ·Jiked to be," Burke
said.
Sophomore outside hitter Krista
Jones-Nowakowski's kill gave the
Wildcats a 2-0 game lead during the
match, finishing off AFU in the second frame. However, during the

10 Month Old NANDAY
CONURE. Talks, loves men, easily

trainable. Cage included! Only
$200.00 Call 962-3603
DRESSAGE SADDLE: 16.5 inch
seat, with long billets. Excellent
condition. $400 without fitting,
$450 with fitting and girth. 933-1283
DRUMMER WANTED: Hard

Rock band seeks replacement
drummer. Influences: Thrice, Tool,
AFI. We've got a practice room and
all the equipment you'll need. Just
bring talent. Call Ryan at 962-5206
ROOMMATE WANTED Male or
female, $300 month, plus 1/3
untilities. Please call 962-8460

stroke. Electric start w/reverse.
$2000 509-302-2800. Call for info,
leave message.
PIANO WANTED! Small piano
HOME BASED BUSINESS! Low wanted to buy so I can learn to play
investment. Cutting edge healthcare . again. Must be affordable. 925technologies. Call New Life
9247.
International 929-1847. 01m

next three frames UAF came out on
fire and outscored Central 75-60
and won the match three games to
two.
"This year we had a lot of close
matches, great individual performances and improving young talent," Mario Andaya, head volleyball coach, said.
The Wildcats will be traveling to
Idaho today, facing Northwest
Nazarene University at 7 p.m. in
Nampa, Idaho.

FOR SALE: '97 EXPLORER,

by RJ Brown
Staff reporter

Last Saturday the Central
Washington University women's
soccer team was shut out 3-0 in the
season finale versus the Seattle
Pacific University Falcons. At season's end the Wildcats finished 415-1 overall.
During the first half the
Wildcats held the Falcons to just
one goal, but in the second half the
defense allowed the opposing team
to score. Senior goalkeeper Emily
Barber finished her final game with

eight saves.
"This year, the freshman gained
a lot of confidence for next season,
and hopefully we can get a big
enough recruiting class for next
year," sophomore midfielder
Rachel Casillas said.
The Wildcats finished the game
with just six shot attempts on goal
and a total of 43 points on the season.
"We would have liked to see
bette~ results for our season; there
were times we played great and
others we played poorly," Michael
Farrand, head soccer coach, said.

Swimmers stomped
by RJ Brown
Staff reporter
Last Saturday, the men's and
women's Wildcat swim teams traveled to Burnaby, B.C., competing
in the season opener against Simon
Fraser University. The men's team
was defeated 136-70.
Despite their loss, freshman distance freestyle swimmer James
Olson finished first in the 800meter freestyle race.
"We have a well-built team, and

hopefully we should improve each
meet," Olson said.
The women's swim team was
also defeated 137-69 Saturday.
Sophomore breaststroke swimmer Shelbi Settlage finished first in
the 400-meter freestyle race.
"I think we're going to have a
good se.ason; we tend to do well
near the end," Candi Eslinger, head
swim coach, said.
The Wildcats next meet will be
against the University of Puget
Sound at 6 p.m. Nov. 8 in Tacoma.

Runners head south
by Observer staff
Central Washington
University's cross country team
has wrapped up its regular season and faired well at this year's
Great Northwest Athletic
Conference (GNAC)
Championships.
This weekend Head Cross
Country Coach Kevin Adkisson
will take seven male and seven

female runners to Fresno, Calif.
for the 2002 NCAA Division II
Wes( Region Championships.
Top runners representing
Central on the w0men's side
include all-conference runners
junior Alicen Maier and junior
Tiffany Picinich. The men's side
includes sophomore Jason
Porter, who was the Wildcats
top finisher at the GNAC
Championships Oct. 26.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED to share three bedroom

Eddie Bauer Ed.t4 x4- great for
Ellensburg winterst Power seats,
Jocks, windows, leather int. roof
rack, privacy glass 111,000 mi.
$9650.00 or make me an offer. 509453-4305

apartment 5 minute walk from
campus. Rent is $211 +deposit, 1/3
utilities, I/3 phone, free cable.
Please phone 933-2567. Available
immediately.

ADOPT: A childless couple with

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to

love to share will provide a lifetime
ofsecurity and happiness. Expenses
paid. Call Patricia and Bill at
1-888-661-4055. 12/5

share two bedroom townhouse. Split
1/2 of rent and utiities. Pets are ok. If
interested email me at
schulzc@cwu.edu

DO PESKY TYPOS keep your class

papers from making the grade?
Academic Editing Services.can proof
your papers quickly and affordably!
For more info, call (509) 925-2381 or
visit http://www.wibemedia.com/
proofing.html.

ROOMMATE NEEDED! Looking
for quiet, responsible female
roommate to share apartment.
933-4938.
BARTENDER TRAINEES
NEEDED.

$230 a day potential.
Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 192

fl'eE cLaSSIF•edS
For SttJdeNtSJ
eMa•L ~ ad to
pa3ec®c'11J.edlJ
or CaLL 963-1026

.Claulfled ldl COit
tS.50 for the tint 15
words.. plus
20 cenfl for each
1ddltlonal word per
Insertion. Must be
prePlfd.
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Gym alternatives for every, body
by Shauna Kissner
Staff reporter
It's the season to start pumping
some iron and getting rid of those
back to school pounds. One of the
facilities offering an alternative to the
generic gym is Curves for Women,
801 S. Ruby, where women can work
out in a female-only environment.
Curves is a facility offering a different approach to exercise than that
of Hans Gym or The Gym. Cµrves
incorporates a 30-minute workout
that works all aspects of the body.
There are 30-second intervals that go
between the machines and the running mat, where women can either
walk in place or run in place for 30
seconds before switching to a different machine.
"The advantage to coming to
Curves is it is a 30-minute workout,"
Zalyna Huss, Curves employee. said.
The facility 1s for women only
because the machines are designed
for women.
"Right now we have 590 women
that come from all areas," Huss said.
''We have women that come from
Yakima, Cle Elum·and Kittitas."
Every time one of the women
loses a quarter inch they get a ribbon
put by their name, which is placed on
the wall, to show the other members
how they are progressing.
Curves offers special rates for
college students at $35 a month or
they can pay a quarterly fee of $105.
Curves is open Monday through
Friday from 5:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. and

Sundays 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
"I love coming to work out here
because it is fast and easy and I
always feel like I got a full workout,"
Jessica Warr, sophomore undecided
major, said.
Another facility is the Racquet
and Recreation Center, located at
6061 Vantage Hwy. This center
offers a variety of work out options,
including a racquetball, tennis, a basketball court and a weight room.
"One of the advantages to coming
here is there are a variety of activities ,
to do here," Brad Case, Racquet
Recreation Center manager, said.
The rate is very low: $1.50 per
visit to work out on the weights,
$3.75 for one hour and one-half of
racquetball and $4.50 for tennis.
There are three racquet and tennis
courts inside and equipment is provided for those who do not have their
own. Another advantage of the cenler
is i-ts saunas and showers in the men's
and women's locker rooms.
The Racquet and Recreation
Center is open Monday through
Friday 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday
through Sunday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Jazzercise is an exercise facility
specializing in aerobic workouts that
use all different types of dance
moves. The new facility has been
around Ellensburg since 1998 and is
across from Fred Meyer at 307 W.
First Ave.
"The advantage about doing
jazzercise is that it uses all different
dance moves from jazz to salsa to
reggae," Louise Wright, Jazzercise

owner, said. "We change music every
day and have different moves every
two months."
They change the moves every two
months so the exercises keep up with
popular dance. New moves are tested out on a class and approved by a
certified physician.
· Jazzercise is used worldwide and
every facility has the same moves
and music . . The facility has music
from Top 40 to Broadway musicals.
They get the most popular music
from Europe and other countries.
Classes run from 6 a.m. to 5:50
p.m. on weekdays. On Saturday there
is a circuit class at 7:45 a.m.
The Kittitas Valley Memorial
Pool and Fitness Center is located at
815 E. Sixth St. This facility offers a
few different options than the other
facilities around town including .a
swimming pool and hot tub.
"We do not have free weights, but
people like to come here and swim
and relax in the hot tub," Jodi Hoctor,
aquatic supervisor, said.
The facility has fitness programs
available from Monday through
Friday from 10 a.m. to. 11 :30 p.m.
Therapy classes are also available on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 p.m.
to 2 p.m., as well as Waterfit on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
nights from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
"Swimming makes me feel better
about myself than going to the gym
and workiQg out," Krista Johnson,
senior special education major, said.
"I also love that I can relax in the hot
tub after a hard workout."

Joe Whiteside/Observer

Ellensburg resident Beth Leader works her triceps at the
Curves for Women facility early Wednesday.

Derrick Pe!ers/Observer

Flag football will be just one of the sports that begin postseason play this week.

IM sports close out
.Men's "X" & "Y"
league flag football
champs
The Jackals (4-2) defeated
Cobras+ (5-1)

Championship tournaments for
the following teams kick off
this 'wcck:
Softball Co-Ed "A"
Basketball Open "L"
competitive
Basketball Open"/"

Soccer Co-ed "H"
league champs

sea~on

Ultimate Frisbee
Open "U" league
champs

Tornado Quail Ninjas (4-2)

String Cheese Incident (8-0-2)

defeated Po Savvy (5-1)

defeated Team Ram-Rod (6-4)

recreational
Volleyball Co-ed
"R&S"
Volleyball Co-ed
"O&P"
Volleyball women 's"N"
Women's "Z"
league flag football

. There is plenty of time to sign
your team up for winter IM
Sports. For more information on
how to sign up and which
sports are offered, contact the
IM Sports office at 963-3512 or
visit the IM Sports office in the
Samuelson Union Building.

